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1. Inbrodaction 
Perfect systems of difference sets have been introduced by Bermond, K;otzi;~ 
and Turgeon in [3] hi connection with the problem of spacing anfenms in 
radio-astronomy. Further results can be found in [1,2,4&j. 
Let C,rnQl,..., pm be positive integers. Let Si = (X*i < Xii < l - a ‘. ~.i3, i .- 
1 9=*** m be sequences of integers and let Di = (xii - Xki, 0 s k c j s p,), i = 
1 . . , m, be their daerence sets. Then we say that the system {I&, . . . , D,} is a 
pkfect system of difference sets for c (or: starting with c) if 
na 
uD 1 JZ {pi+i ’ -= c,c+l,...,c-l+L I i= 1 i=l \ j/ 2 l 
Each set Q k called a component of the system; the size of Di is pi, the halfsize ri 
of Q <S the integer part of $pi. :kt us now denote by ck the number of 
componc:nts of size k, k 2 2. Furthermore, let us put 
co 
E, = c k%tc, wp = f kPC2k+l~ 
k=l k=l 
u=&1+&2+0*+0& u = &+3&y! + 30, + 3(L)*), 
n =~(2~~+4&~+20~+601+4~~). (2) 
Here, v denotes the total number c q differences in the upper halves of the 
difference triangles corresponding to the components (the top ri rows are taken in 
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t!he triangle NO. i, see e.g. [l, 6,3). Similarly, u denotes the number of differences 
in the lower halves and n the number of differences in all difference triangles. It 
has been &own in [l, inequaiity !2j] that 
(4n-2u+4~-2)u-u(2ti+4~-2)*V. (3) 
not exceeding 4.Abrham[l] has proved on the basis of (l).that the h&f&e of the 
largest component cannot exceed 3.7(&+ 1); where m is the number of compo- 
nents, and that the average of the haifsixes of ah componcn& kioes’not exceed 7.1. 
We wiii now,obtain a generaiixation f ‘tie statement of the ~Theorem in [6], 
provide new proofs of the rest&s obtained in [l] with substantially improved 
values of the n;merical coefficients, and find an upper bound for the average 
number of differences in the components of a perfect system of difference sets. 
Substituting into (3) from (2) we get 
Adding 2~: to both sides we can transform the last inequahty into 
(El+ 82 -Fo~+OZ)(E~-E2+W~-02) 
+2&~(81+E2+01+W2)+200(E1+&2+01+02) 
~2E::-(4c-2)&1+(4C-2)(&1+E2+W1+0~. 
~,~vA,” 5 Q this last inequality by e1 + e2 + o1 + o2 and denoting 
A, = [e& - 2C + l)I/CEl + E2 + 01 -I- *-Jr 
w2 get 
Substituting from (1) we can transform the last inequality into 
c2+c3+c4*2c -l+A, + g $k(k3)(C,,_,+C,,). 
r r 
k==4 
Furthe y-more, I ‘ 
2c-l+A, =[(2~_l)(e~+o~+o~)+~:]~(~~-t~~+0~+0~) 
(4) 
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and (~2+01+W?)/(~~+~2+01f02)~a (Gnce ~6~2); using this and the fact that 
the left-hand side of the resulting inequality is an integer (so that the right-hand 
side can be replaced by the nearest larger integer) we obtain finally (5) below. We 
have therefore the following theorem. 
perfect system of Qiflitreltce sets starting with c B 1 satisfies tke 
c*+c3+c+c+$ c k(k-3)(c,,_,+c,,). 
k=4 
6) 
As an immediate consequence of (5), we can write the following. 
Theorem 2. Every perfect system of dijrerence sets starting with c 2 1 contahs at 
least c small components (i.e., components of size four or less). 
Theorem 2 generalizes the results obtained by Kotzig and Turgeon 161. 
3. Fhrtber ineqlUMie%I for perfect tlywmbs 
(a) We will start by finding an estilmate for the number of components in a 
perfect system of diRerence sets if we Lnow that the largest component is of size 
2r- 1 or 2r (where r is a positive integer). The above problem consists in 
minimizing m =x& c subject to the constrain@ 02r-l + cZr * 1, c2 + c3 -b c4 3 
c +#rkE4 k(k - 3)(~~~-~ + cZk),, c2, c3, . . . , c~_~, c2r are nonnegative integer% This 
is a linear programmin g problem in integers which has the following optimal 
solution (obtained with integer requiiiements dropped): One of the variables 
c2, C3, c4 equals ir(r - 3) + c, one of the variables c~~._~, C~ equals one, and all 
other variables equal zero. The mir~imum value of the objective function is 
fr(r-3)+c+ 1, hence m a &(r - 3) -t- c + 1 which implies r - 2 4+JGF2c+$. 
Since the maximum size s of the components is 2r or 2r - 1 we gei the following 
theorem. 
Xbor0m 3. In a perfect system of difierdns_ I 5 J~S with m components, the maximum 
size s of the components atis~s the inequdniiky 
The inequality in Theorem 
Theorem 11. 
31 is an improved version of that obtained in [l, 
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